

Lab Guide

Use this guide whenever you prepare a full lab report.  If you’re missing one of the following sections you cannot get full marks!  
Name/Date

Title – this should describe the lab (do not call it “Science Lab” or some other non-descriptive banality!)

Purpose: Why did you do this lab? Briefly describe how you did it (one sentence summary).


Materials and Apparatus: 	1. List of all materials and equipment used.
       		2. Neat labelled diagram of the apparatus (experimental set-up)


Procedure: “See Text  p. xx” OR “refer to handout”; declare any/all changes; if no changes, say so!  
	If it’s your own procedure, write it all out, (numbered) step by step!



Observations:   1. Your lab results, recorded in charts. Tables, graphs, and/or calculations (eg. average), as appropriate.
		     2. Procedural observations (what happened as you conducted the lab?).
     3. Answers to observation questions embedded in the procedure part of manual.


Analysis:  Any of the following that apply:
- Answer the assigned Analysis questions OR discuss/interpret your results
- Calculations with explanations (every calculation should be introduced by a sentence, and the result should be summarized by a sentence); all numbers have units. For repeating calculations, you only need to show one sample calculation.


Conclusion: Summarize what this lab demonstrates, referring back to the purpose.
Conclusions should be supported by observations. 
NOT “We had fun!”, “I learned so much”, “Labs are great”, “My teacher is the best!”, true though these statements may be.


Error Analysis:  Are you confident in your results?  Why or why not?  
List and describe sources of error in order from most to least significant.
Was the procedure and equipment appropriate in allowing you to fulfil the purpose of the lab?  If so, say so!  If not, how could they be improved?
Quantitative lab:  % error/% difference; analyse the effect of each error on the result.

RCHS - Lab Report Evaluation Rubric

Lab Section
Level 1
Not Acceptable
Level 2
OK
Level 3
Good Job
Level 4
Excellent
Title
[C]                   /5
“Science Lab” or some other banality OR completely inaccurate
Title contains some description OR is inaccurate
Title describes what the lab is about.
Descriptive title AND concise or creative
Purpose
[C]                /10
Identifies limited aspects of the purpose; no explanation of how it will be done.
Identifies the purpose with inadequate explanation for how it will be done
Identifies the purpose competently and has some explanation for how this will be done
Identifies the purpose precisely and concisely explains how this will be done
Materials
[C]                   /5
- lists few materials 
- lists some materials 
- lists most materials 
- lists all materials 
Apparatus
[C]  clear, labelled, ruled, not too small     /5
- drawing is unlabelled, unruled, poorly shows setup OR drawings of lab equipment
- drawing shows setup but is unlabelled OR unruled OR too small
- drawing correctly shows experimental setup.
- a clear, labelled, ruled diagram that shows the experimental setup
Procedure
[C,A]               /5
- lists few procedures
OR 
source referenced with no record of changes
- the experiment could not be replicated
- lists procedures
OR
source referenced with incomplete record of changes
- the experiment would be difficult to replicate
- clearly describes procedures
OR 
source referenced with adequate record of changes
- the experiment could be replicated
- precisely describes procedures 
OR 
source referenced with thorough record of changes
- the experiment could easily be replicated
Observations [A]               /15
- Quality of results
- Recording 
Results indicate the lab was incorrectly executed
Observations are poorly laid out and are incomplete
Results indicate the lab was executed with few significant errors
Observations are poorly laid out or are incomplete.
Results indicate the lab was competently executed
Observations are effectively laid out.
Results indicate the lab was very well executed
Observations are laid out clearly and effectively.
Analysis
- clear explanation [C]
- application of concepts / mistakes [T]
                      /25
- presentation is confusing and calculations presented with no explanation
- Student shows major confusion in Analysis
- Analysis of data or calculations are not done or contain many significant errors
- Some parts of analysis are missing or calculations presented with minimal explanation
 - Student misapplies some concepts in the Analysis 
- Analysis of data or calculations are done with a significant error
- Analysis is clearly presented and calculations are clearly explained 
- Student competently applies the appropriate concepts in the Analysis 
- Analysis of data or calculations are done with minimal errors
- Analysis is very clearly presented and the calculations are thoroughly explained 
- Student thoroughly applies the appropriate concepts in the Analysis 
- Analysis of data or calculations are done with no errors
Error Analysis 
[T]                /15
(including procedural limitations)
Lists few sources of error and with no evaluation of their impact on the data/results
Lists some sources of error with limited  evaluation of their impact on the data/results
Lists sources of error and evaluates their impact on the data/results
Lists all significant sources of error and thoroughly evaluates their impact on the data/results
Conclusion
[C,T]               /5
Conclusion does not summarize results of the lab.  
Few inferences or conclusions are supported by observations
Conclusion summarizes results of the lab. 
Some inferences and conclusions are supported by observations
Conclusion summarizes results of the lab.
Most inferences and conclusions are supported by observations
Conclusion summarizes results of the lab. All inferences and conclusions are supported by observations
Application [A]
of knowledge and skills while       /10 performing the lab
applies knowledge and skills during lab with limited effectiveness
applies knowledge and skills during lab with some effectiveness
applies knowledge and skills during lab with considerable effectiveness
applies knowledge and skills during lab with a high degree of effectiveness
Comments:											Overall Level:
Grade:

